
Arbiter experience analysis

Alt + R - Run algorithm

We always want a knee and a hip
Check

number of

slices in

3rd

number

Go for biggest

(usually)

Reveal the knees  Organizing out the

volumes that I will

not use 

Per step of the experience

1.- Classification / Automated Triage

2. Setting landmarks of the Coxae

Alt T + T Or Point tool Alt X - Or Apply labels Shift + Double mouse click brings all the views to the point where I clicked Find ASIS-Left Make ASUS-Right while you're at it Find Pubic Tubercle-right

As a user I would

like to be able to

order the list so it

is the most

efficient way of

setting points

Find the Sourcil Point-right

3. Setting landmarks of the Knees

Locate yourself on the knees Find a place the landmarks of the Condyles Labeling the volume as Knee

Labeling the volume as Hip

Save!

4. Begin segmentation

Alt + Shift + R (twice) or MeshInitializer Alt + R or Initialize Command

These options

are here in case

you have a

problem with

the mesh

This is the reason why

Maurice has multiple

instances of Arbiter. The

mesh takes sometime to

run. So he has multiple

segmentations running.

5. Morphing of  the pelvis bone

Absolute: You move

everything that is

part of the mesh

within the are of the

morph tool radius.

I find a problem in the mesh, so I have to morph it So I select the mesh then I select tool (Morph 2) and then the selection mode

Neighbors: Is

just the relative

to the center of

your selection

Adjust Coarseness

The lower the

Coarseness the

higher the triangles

affected. (Small

edges require higher

Coarseness)

Adjust Smoothing

Higher

means less

jagged

edges

Adjust the radius with Ctrl + Mouse scroll Begin adjusting the meshes

You use

Control +

Scroll to

move

arround

You don't aim for

perfection just

make sure that no

meshes are

folding on each

other

6. Morphing of the rim of the cup

7. Morphing of the rim of the femur

Same process

Same process

Tips

Sometimes you want to change the interpolation to work better Sometimes you want to change contrast to see better In metadata check the following

For Knee and

Hip should

be the same

number

The landmark checker

I never use

it anyway

When there are annoying volumes

Needs

further

checking and

explanation

90% of work is done here

V

Alt + W + W give you the big viewport

Unfortunately working

on a single viewport is a

no go. I need at least

the top two and the 3D

one preferably.

In very small situations

the bottom left one

V

This may be a more

ideal scenario where

you have the two

top viewports and

the 3D view floating

Then you trigger

with a

something the 4

view back and

forth

List logic is important

Top half

looks at

image data

Ignores

image data

ASM and

Range of

Motions

SSM

Once you click

Initialize it does not

give you feedback

where you are at in

the loading

This is an

important step

that can easily

be overlooked.

Indeed I lost data.

Autosave anyone? It

is indeed an issue to

be able to lose data

and minutes of work.

It was nice to have this

guide to select my points.

But it would help if the

software would provide

hints as to what I'm looking

for. How does it look, where

is it generally located? 

I tried my best

to find the

Sourcil. But it

was frankly my

best guess.

This is the only

landmark where this

viewport is

recommended to set

your point. The other

ones are better in

Coronal.

The keyboard

interaction flow is

key for success. But

also keeping some

mouse accessibility.

The order of the list isn't

what Maurice usually

follows when setting

points. He sets points

based on how close he

is to the layer (for max

efficiency)

This is a peculiar

combo of keys that

happens to be damn

useful. Perhaps a

visual button could

be helpful for noobs?

Useful biz

knowledge. What

each number means

matters because you

will make your

cleanup based on it.

More useful

technician

knowledge that

can be made

more accessible

It may be helpful to

have a bucket of

"Don't bother me" I'll

pull them up if I ever

need em. (Unlikely)

Status makes

more sense

close to the

point where I

clicked

Radios depends a lot on

the quality of the Scan.

So for instance Slice

thickness = 2 and

Spacing = 2 therefore

going on radius below

2,2 makes no sense

Regarding default radiuses 

For a noob presenting what

he/she needs to find and

where to focus is a

challenge. An advanced

version of Arbiter could be

proactive in aiding the

operator to focus on

common morph focus areas

The tips of

the

acetabulum

Examples of focus

The cavity in

the

acetabulum

The

roundness of

the femoral

head

The lesser

trochanter 

The isium

of the

Coxae

The neck of

the femur

The backside

of the

acetabulum in

the pelvis

The Major

trochanter

Quitting the App

Can I QUITZ without

consequences?

Please (puppyface)

I/O
How to open/close a

scene

I would like

to create,

save and

open/close

projects

Configurable UI

I would like

to select a

cam for

viewport

How to select the

camera of the

viewport

Keyboard /

Mouse

accessibility

I would like to

have a Sublime

text box so I can

do quick actions

Undo/Redo

actions

I would like to

Undo and Redo

my actions, but I

would like to have

a log of actions. 

Undo/Redo
How to Undo and

Redo actions

Undo/Redo is

linear and per

project meaning

that

every project

has a stack

How to do quick

actions via keyboard

Measurure,

inspect and

compare

I would like

to make

things

transparent

or invisible

How to make

volumes invisible

and/or transparent

Voxel

manipulation

I would like to

perform binary

operations: Union,

Intersection,

Subtraction, etc.

How to do unions,

intersections and

subtractions

I would like to

edit voxel data

via Pencil,

Brush, Eraser

and Lasso

How to edit voxels

(and their tooling)

Mesh

creation

How to create/edit a

new mesh

I would like

to morph

meshes and

contours

I would like

to be able to

create new

blobs.

App audit

I would like to

have an audit log

to see who

changed what

and when

I would like to

view log

messages

(e.g. Autosave,

Run a command)

How to open the log

of Arbiter and what is

in there

Scene

items and

tools

I would like to read

and edit element's/

scene's metadata

(More research on

requirements)

How to read and edit

element and scene

metadata

File

management

and versioning

I would like to have

an autosave

function where I

can recover when

the system crashes.

How autosave

works, and how to

open a scene after a

system crash

How to get to Arbiter

2.0 main screen?

I would like

Arbiter as a

standalone

desktop

application

Arbiter Icon

logo

As an AI researcher

I want to be able to

create, adjust and

label bounding-

boxes

As an AI

researcher I

would like to

compare

masks

As a scan

processor or AI

researcher I

would like to

compare meshes

Geometry

manipulation

Algorithms 

See SoW 📝

Scene

items and

tools

Arbiter as a

Platform for

Algorithms

Measurure,

inspect and

compare

I would like to be able

to drop in files (NIfTI,

DICOM, meshes) file

menu with importing is

already an

improvement

I would like Arbiter

to handle (import/

export) commonly

used file formats

(NIfTI, DCM, obj,

etc.)

How to import/export

common file formats

I would like to be

able to apply or

remove labels

individually and as a

group 

(See Gmail

example) 

How to apply,

remove and edit

labels

I would like to

use Gizmos

(Translate,

Scale, Rotate)

How to translate,

scale and rotate

objects

I would like to

Live-wire

(Magic wand

function) ✨

How to select areas

with Live-wire

I would like to

extend 2.0 with

new algorithms at

runtime 

(Plugin system)

One-off running

plugin 

vs 

Continuously

running plugin

Arbiter as a

Platform for

Algorithms

How to add/remove

a Plugin

How does

Undo/Redo

affect it when

you do an

algorithm

What happens when

the script takes many

actions, would the

user be able to only

Undo everything and

not Redo?

I would like to have

programming console

(REPL)  for inspecting

and interacting with

data (Python shell)

How to inspect and

inject code in

console

I would like to be

able to quickly

check many scenes

at once to ensure

that they are

labelled correctly

How to browse

scenes

I'd like to be able to

generate a bug

report. (with logs,

stack trace,

exc_info, global

state)

How to generate a

bug report within

Arbiter

Mesh

manipulation

How to punch a hole

in a mesh

I would like

to punch

holes in

meshes 🍩

Label

manipulation

I would like

to be able to

color code

labels

How to color-code

an object

How to update

elements in bulk

I would like to update

multiple elements at the

same time (for instance:

labels, deletion, moving)

----

How would you handle

multiple items?

Volume

administration

When

administering

volumes I would

like to be able to

bulk changes.

How to produce bulk

changes in volumes

Volume

rendering

I would like

to quickly

look inside

volumes

How would 3D

volumes as a whole

work

I would like to

inspect release

notes (also of

previous

versions)

Release

cycles

How to see the

release notes and

the history of Arbiter

I would like see

the software

version (also CE

mark, UDI)

How to identify the

software version

I would like to be

able to dock UI

components of the

app. 

(Via QT

Framework)

How to dock a

portion of the app I would like to

use a

component in

Full screen

mode

I would like to

have multiple

tabs each one

with a scene

How would Arbiter

maximized be

I would like to

Load/Save my

personal UI

Config

How to save UI

config and how to

load it

I would like to Add/

Remove/Resize

viewports 

(Verify configurations

with users)

How to remove and

resize viewports

Cameras

I would like

to visualize

the 3D model

How does a 3D view

work

(As a scientist?)

I would like to

move an orbit

camera 

How to setup a

camera

(As a scientist?) 

I would like to

change to a

different camera

view

How to change a

camera view

Low latency and low

response time

I would like that the

Volume scrolling

speed is tracked so

we can measure

performance

In 3D Mesh viewer

then maneuverability

(How smooth does it

rotate) since the 3D

viewer stutters at the

moment.

Acceleration of the mouse scroll

wheel speed when using 3D

viewer.

-----

We need a demo on how the

scroll wheel is misbehaving 

When using the 3D

viewer and you move

the 3D model it is

easy to get past the

point the model

where you want to

grab.

How to hide and

show all elements at

once

I would like to hide all

the docked UI elements

on a keystroke so I'm

only seeing either 1

viewport or multiple

viewports. No menus,

no tools, no nothing!

How to open

multiple instances of

Arbiter

I would like be able to

open multiple separate

instances of Arbiter so

that I can compare

individual volumes

from different scenes

Being able to open

multiple Arbiter

instances

The reason why I work this way is

that I like to perform multiple times

the same action so I can increase

my efficiency. (It's especially

crucial when generating a mesh)

When you scroll you

can skip multiple slices

at a time. 

(With the keystroke Ctrl

+ Shift)

I like the default viewports in

the way that they are setup

right now. In arbiter 2.0 you

want to dedicate the most

real estate to the viewports.

I can group my views

with a single Shift +

Left + Right click

How to pan a 2D

view while having an

effect in how I see

the 3D model

I would like that when I

move a viewport in 2D

(via a toggle or shift) to

pan, that the camera in

3D pans and

autofocuses on the area

that I am working on.

The 3D model

should

autofocus to the

area that I

clicked.

I like the morph tool

2

How to work with

Arbiter files

As a researcher I

would like to

manipulate Arbiter

files outside

Arbiter 

Loved things that even have a shortcut!

Arbiter as a

collaborative

tool?

I would love that

when a scene is

updated outside

Arbiter or by

someone else I'm

notified and given the

option to update it.

How to update a

scene that has been

updated somewhere

else

Metadata is not

much in use. And

the list of items

there can be

ordered a bit

better.

Regarding metadata LAG = Recipe to die

Scene

items and

tools

I would like to

work with all

primitive types

(point, line,

sphere, box, etc)

How to insert a

primitive type

Scene

items and

tools

I would like to

be able to

select anything

that I see in the

viewport

How selection

should work on the

viewport

Mesh

creation

How to paint to

create a mesh

From time to

time I would like

to be able to

paint rather than

defining the

perimeter.

I would like to be

able to paint on

slices to create

meshes or masks

(slice by slice)

Measurure,

inspect and

compare

How to measure

angles and distances

I would llike

to be able to

measure

distances and

angles

Measurure,

inspect and

compare

How to color-code

an object

I want to be able

to color the

meshes (and

landmarks) to tell

them apart.

Plugin management Console

Label

manipulation

I would like

to label

anything I'm

able to see.

I would like

to draw on

and label

segments

How to label

Keyboard/Mouse accessibility

Volume

administration

I would like to

**quickly**

preview the

volumes that

I'm selecting.

How to preview

volumes

Keyboard /

Mouse

accessibility

I would like to

assign keyboard

strokes to

specific actions

How to assign

specific keyboard

shortcuts to actions

Updates / Versioning

Window managementNon-operator use cases

Cams in 3D

File management

Bugs

Multiple operators

Summary

Assuming that landmarks will not be automatically placed. The best way to go in this step is to deep dive

in the tree. 

Make it easier to apply/change labels to the landmarks

Make it easier to group/ungroup/delete/hide items

Make it possible to color code it (perhaps automatically)

Consolidate the controls in both the tree, metadata, labels and properties panels into one.

Make it possible to place landmarks + add a label to it entirely with the keyboard

Have a basket of unused items. No need to delete them, they can all stay there nicely tucked away.

Make it possible to simply drag/drop items within the tree in the same fashion as layers.

Redesign the toolbar in a way that occupies less real-estate so more can be left for the viewports where the operator will work anyway.

Make it easier to adjust the viewports to your needs.

Reduce the interface's panels footprint. The most space left for the viewports the better.

The 3D viewport does not necessarily need a full window of its own.

Allow for viewport default configurations that make sense to the operator.

Allow to save your workspace.

Bring the shortcuts when they are contextually appropriate rather than having them always in the bottom left and top bar.

For the noobs, Arbiter can do wonders at creating an expectation on where does certain landmark is.

For most landmark placement it is the Coronal view that should be used. Create flow that supports that bias. 

1.- Classification / Automated Triage

2. Setting landmarks of the Coxae

3. Setting landmarks of the Knees

Autosave (and if possible Autoversion)

When you close a project be forgiving. Allow the user to open it back and begin working where it left.

Don't ask whether the user is sure to close Arbiter. Just give him/her the button to save the project.

Locate the progress of the Command initialization via a bar close to the button where you clicked

Allow for multiple instances of Arbiter so simultaneous work can be done while the computer is processing something.

5. Morphing of  the pelvis bone

Common areas of focus can be highlighted to bias the user to look in there at all times. (see Examples of focus)

Coarsens, Smoothness, Morph 1, Morph 2 etc. Can benefit a lot from an explanation in a tooltip (sometimes an animated gif is all it takes to explain what is what)

Same for Absolute and Neighbors. There is easy knowledge that can be conveyed on hover for instance. This in turn can ease the learning curve.

Morphing something can greatly benefit from a large 3D projection at times so you can see the chain effect that is caused by the morph
Open mural

6, 7. Morphing X

Arbiter makes it easy to keep morphing until you have the perfect shape. However you only need to focus on a few areas and to get them right in order to have a good enough

report. It would help to create a flow that encourages that behavior on the user. At the moment it is really easy to spend a ton of time just morphing and morphing. How good it

good enough?
Open mural

Tips

The explanation of what interpolation does, and how the elements affect each other is too far apart.

Metadata can be better arranged to represent the values that matter the most. Perhaps it can be accessible in a way that does not require so much real-estate.

Landmark checker can either be integrated into the process or scrapped entirely. It is of no use in its current form. Furthermore you need to activate it. That seems odd.

The volume fitter is one of those tools that are only used in very specific instances. It can easily be tucked away to give space to the more relevant content in the interface.

Shortcuts are pecular it is worth bulding a map of them and see if there are any adjustments that need to be made (more used shortcuts should be shorter. Less used shortcuts

don't need that. There may be missing shortcuts. There may be useless shortcuts too.)

The list serves as both a applicator of labels and a checklist. This is really useful (2 functions in one) the elements in the list can be rearranged for a better default flow.

The list can also benefit from custom arrangements. When you are doing 20 projects in a day, you will develop an idea of how to work best.

The default size of radious has a relationship with the Slice thickness and Spacing. There is a curve of ideal settings for the default size based on those two factors.

In metadata the user compares the number of the knee and the hip. It may be good to make thise numbers easily comaprable.

Any lag in its use will kill the app usange. People just don't have the patience to wait even a second to their next click and drag.

A console to run scripts and a log would be very helpful for power users

There is a need for a space for the release history of Arbiter.

Likewise aspace should be dedicated for Arbiter's version so operators can assist each other better.

THere needs to be a fast and efficient bug reporting system that captures the log of the user, what they are seeing, their mood and an (optional) description box.

Arbiter should never lose its keyboard accesibility. It's crucial. It only needs to comunicate it better.

Arbiter should never lose the ability to open multiple instances of itself.
Open mural

Double labelling

Can we restrict it to

one object one

label? If not why?
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